
Nuthurst
Cricket Club

Golf
Day

Mannings Heath Golf & Wine Estate
Waterfall Championship Course

Friday 24 September 2021

Registration from 10:00 onwards

Mulligans for sale, £5 each, one per golfer

Coffee or tea and bacon rolls will be served from 10:15

Raffle tickets will be available for purchase

Briefing from the golf pro at 11:30

Shotgun start at 12:00

Drinks in the bar from 17:30 or earlier

Heads and Tails 18:00 in the Latilla- Campbell room

Dinner served at 18:15 in the Latilla-Campbell room

Followed by auction and prize giving 
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Match format

• Full handicap
• Stableford points
• Best two scores on each hole per team 
 all scores to be recorded

Match tees

• Yellow tees for men, red tees for ladies

Competition

• Longest drive (13th hole - winter pick)
• Nearest to the pin (5th hole - punchbowl)
• Beat the pro with Nick Scott, £5 entry at the hole 

Nick Scott played County Cricket until he was 15 and recorded runs of 
more than 50 against Middlesex and Kent.  He then turned to golf where, 
during his career, he has won more than 60 professional events 
encompassing three course records including a 64 at Cowdray Park.  He is 
a former junior member at Mannings Heath and, as well as being the 
current pro, he has also been the pro at West Sussex, Royal Ashdown and 
various courses in Austria.  He is often seen strolling around the village 
with his black cocker spaniel, ‘Henry’.
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Mannings Heath Golf & Wine Estate seeks to promote a friendly, 
relaxed atmosphere in which members and visitors can enjoy 
the courses and clubhouse facilities. It is our intention to 
embrace the ever changing fashions and trends without
abandoning the traditional values of the game.
The following rules are intended to guide our members and 
visitors. Club staff and course rangers are authorised to 
approach members and visitors if the dress code is not being 
adhered to.

Golf courses and all practice areas
Mobile telephones may only be used in emergency situations
(silent use e.g. texting and tweeting is ok)

Acceptable
• Recognised golf attire
• Sleeveless shirts with collar (ladies only)
• Spikes and rubber soled golf shoes
• Bermuda length tailored shorts
• Plain or argyle coloured socks of any length
• Baseball caps or other caps with peaks to the front

Not acceptable
• Blue denim clothing
• Collarless T-shirts
• Footwear not designed for golf
• Tracksuits or football shirts
• Cargo shorts, cargo trousers or beach shorts
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Clubhouse lounge, dining areas, spike bar and terraces
• All attire which is seen as acceptable on the golf course is 

acceptable, unless detailed below, in our clubhouse, dining 
areas, spike bar and on our terraces. In addition, smart 
jeans may be worn as well as summer shoes and sandals 
without socks

• Mobile telephones may be used in our clubhouse foyer, 
changing rooms, car parks and terraces although 
consideration should be given to those around you.

Please note the following;
• The wearing of tracksuits, football shirts, cargo shorts/

trousers, combat shorts/trousers, beach shorts, ripped 
jeans and/or flip-flops is not acceptable

• Golf shoes may not be worn in the clubhouse or in dining 
areas but suitable shoes must be worn

• Headwear may not be worn (with the exception of ladies 
formal) except on the terraces

• Waterproof, wet and/or dirty clothing must be removed/
changed before entering the clubhouse lounge, dining areas 
and spike bar.

We ask all persons to observe the above club rules. If you have 
any queries regarding attire or need specific guidance please 
call the golf shop team on +44(0)1403 210228.
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The 1st – SODOM (PAR 4 GOLF HOLE, 344 YARDS, SI 17)
A fairly short par 4 to start, a good tee shot will need to be kept 
to the left side of the fairway to avoid being blocked out with the 
second shot by a towering oak tree.  An elevated green needs a 
well struck short iron to hold on the putting surface.

The 2nd – GOMORRAH (PAR 4, 299 YARDS, SI 13)
Another short par 4 that can offer a good birdie chance.  The tee 
shot will need to reach the top of the slope, favouring the right 
hand side to get a good view of the green.  The brave can take 
on the green from the tee; however a cleverly placed bunker can 
catch you out.

The 3rd – GATEWAY (PAR 4 GOLF HOLE, 413 YARDS, SI 9)
A good tee shot that misses the fairway bunkers on the right will 
leave a shot to a green through a funnel of trees.  Often wise to 
play the approach short, if long of green it leaves a tricky up and 
down.

The 4th - HELL CORNER (PAR 4, 383 YARDS, SI 5)
“Hell Corner”,  very appropriately named. A tough tee shot that 
needs to hug the tree line and be long enough to get to the top of 
the hill and a get a view of the green.  Anything else will require 
a long, blind second shot or a provisional ball!  The green is 
guarded by two deep bunkers to catch any miss-struck second 
shots.  Par is a very good score here.
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The 5th - PUNCHBOWL (PAR 3, 184 YARDS, SI 11)
The first of three stunning and challenging par threes.  Named 
“Punchbowl”, the green sits in exactly that, with out of bounds 
just yards from the left edge of the green.  A safe bail out is to 
the right with a chance to bounce into the green, although too 
far right will catch the waiting bunker at the top of the slope.  
This will leave a tricky shot down to the green.

The 6th – WARREN (PAR 4 GOLF HOLE, 371 YARDS, SI 3)
Accuracy is more important than length from the tee here.  A 
shot over the marker will find the undulating fairway, leaving 
an approach over a stream to a two tiered green.  Hitting the 
wrong level will leave a challenging two putt.

The 7th - JOHN JONES (PAR 4, 431 YARDS, SI 1)
The hardest hole on the course.  A tee shot to a relatively 
wide fairway will leave a long approach to the large green.  
Two bunkers on each side of the green will catch wayward 
approaches.  A four is a very good score here.

The 8th – HUMMOCKS (PAR 5, 495 YARDS, SI 15)
The first par 5 on the course, but certainly not a given birdie.  
Tee shots on the fairway can give an opportunity to try to get 
home in two for the longer hitters among us, but well placed 
bunkers can make the third shot incredibly tough, meaning a 
strategic lay up may be called for.
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The 9th – BEECHERS (PAR 4, 378 YARDS, SI 7)
A huge bunker to the front left of the green swallows many balls, 
and some players!  A severe slope in the middle of the green 
makes putting very difficult.  Take note of the pin position, 
hitting the right level can give a good chance for birdie, hitting 
the wrong level makes a two putt very hard indeed.

The 10th – WATERFALL (PAR 3, 173 YARDS, SI 14)
The signature “Waterfall” hole.  Take a moment to savour the 
view, before getting down to business.  The shot plays shorter 
than the yardage from the elevated tees, with danger left.  With
the ball in mid air, you will have more than enough time to cross 
your fingers and hopes the ball makes a safe landing hopefully 
on the green.

The 11th – VALLEY (PAR 4 GOLF HOLE, 369 YARDS, SI 2)
The hole Gary Player put in his imaginary world 18 holes. Head 
covers on. You can see why, the stream winds the entire length of 
the hole, and cuts in near the green.  The fairway is very narrow in 
places, so may be wise to leave the head coverson your longer clubs 
for this one.  Relative safety is foundto the right hand side of the
green to ensure the ball stays dry.  A par here will put a smile on 
your face.  While enjoying a well earned break at the halfway hut, 
take a look at how daunting the tee shot is from the recently
added gold tee, not for the faint hearted.
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The 12th – HORIZON (PAR 4 GOLF HOLE, 378 YARDS, SI 8)
Avoid the large copse of trees from the tee to leave a mid iron 
approach to a two tiered green protected on all sides.  Well
worth knowing the pin position as the green sits above you.

The 13th – WINTERPICK (PAR 5, 486 YARDS, SI 10)
Another par five that takes its toll.  Avoid the two fairway
bunkers from the tee and second shot and you will be in good 
shape to play the third, which will play longer than expected due 
to the massive elevation change.  Breathe a sigh of relief once 
you reach the top!

The 14th – BLASTER (PAR 3, 158 YARDS, SI 16)
The last par 3 surrounded by trouble.  Bunkers guard the entire 
left hand side of the green while a steep ravine leading to out of 
bounds is found on the right.  Trust your swing, as a well struck 
shot which finds the green is the only way to keep your score 
going.

The 15th – HILL (PAR 4 GOLF HOLE, 251 YARDS, SI 18)
The shortest par 4 on the course as long as the tee shot finds 
the fairway.  Bunkers guard the small green and one thirty yards 
short of the green may catch what may have looked like a good 
drive.
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The 16th - OLD HAVEN (PAR 4, 466 YARDS, SI 4)
A long testing par 4 that was once a par five.  Avoid the fairway 
bunker from the tee and this will leave a long approach to a 
very deep green.  Again, knowing the pin position could be the 
difference here.

The 17th – HOLLYBUSH (PAR 5, 487 YARDS, SI 12)
The last par five and a real opportunity to improve your score.  
The fairway slopes from right to left the whole way, and two 
grass ditches can pose a problem.  Downhill putts on this green 
can be very slippery indeed.

The 18th – FULLERS (PAR 4 GOLF HOLE, 417 YARDS, SI 6)
Almost home!  An elevated tee shot that avoids the grass 
bunkers on the right will leave an uphill approach to the green.  
Take plenty of club to find this very shallow green, with very fast 
putts for players above the hole.  Just think of the rewarding 
drink on the terrace whist climbing the hill to the green!
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Main Course
Slow braised pork, roast potatoes, kimchi and butternut puree

Dessert
Lemon tart with berry compote and creme Chantilly

Tea and coffee
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Mannings Heath Golf and Wine Estate, Hammerpond Road, 
Mannings Heath, Horsham RH13 6PG

From Horsham
Take the A281 Brighton road out of Horsham for two miles.
Approaching Mannings Heath take the left turn at the Dun Horse 
public house, and follow the road to the T-Junction. Turn left 
and follow the road, passing through the village green. After the 
T-junction turn right and immediately right again into the Golf 
Course entrance.

From Brighton
Take the A23 and then A281 through the village of Bolney, 
Cowfold, Lower Beeding and Monks Gate. Approximately half a 
mile out of Monks Gate, when you see Mannings Heath village 
sign on the left, take the next right into Church Road. Follow this 
road pass the village green to the T-junction at the end. Turn 
right and immediately right again into the Golf Club entrance.

From the M23 J11
At the end of the slip road, take the first sharp left turning. At 
the mini roundabout, turn right through the village of Pease 
Pottage, passing the James King public house and the Golf 
Driving Range on the right. Take the next turn left (a concealed 
country road), Grouse Road which is opposite the entrance 
to Cottesmore School. Follow Grouse Road for 4 miles, turn 
right at the T-junction at the end and the Golf Club entrance is 
situated on the left on the brow of the hill.
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Nuthurst Cricket Club would like to thank
our generous sponsors:

Lead NCC sponsor: 
Mannings Heath Golf & Wine Estate

NCC golf hole sponsors: 
Elite Office Systems Technologies Ltd
Brewers
South East Hearing Centres
Set4Success
Art from Jo W
Aprexo
Strategic Solutions Chartered Financial Planners
Beverley & Christine Willis
The Barista Project
Orrell Aviation
Emens Osteopathic Clinics
IEM Property Maintenance & Decorating
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